Objective: Application of high-field 4.23 T MRI clinical imager was demonstrated for sodium magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data acquisition.
Introduction
Integrated approach of Proton MRI with in vivo sodium magnetic resonance imaging seems promising to detect sub-physiological abnormalities. Sodium nuclei inside the brain exist in free and bound forms as extracellular and intracellular sodium populations exhibiting longer and shorter relaxation times respectively reported [1] . Sodium moves in free form or also bound with proteins, glycosides via a site localized on the exterior surface of cell membranes. Most of the Na nuclei undergo substantial relaxation before their signals can be acquired. Sodium has a spin of 3/2 and a quadruple moment.
So, sodium exhibits many energy transitions and two transverse relaxation times, a long T2 = 16-30 ms and a short T2 = 0.7-3.0 ms depending upon magnetic field strength [2] . To acquire sodium images in experimental animals and human, multiple quantum (MQF), single quantum (SQF), triple quantum (TQF) filter methods have been used highlighting the need of high magnetic field at 4.23 Tesla imager as reported [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Several 2D and 3D spin echo and gradient echo pulse sequences have been in use. Sodium brain images in clinical set up at higher magnetic fields such as 4.23 T have not been reported perhaps due to two reasons: less sodium abundance and less sensitive intracellular sodium nuclei in the body. Although, sodium distribution is not identical to the proton distribution in the brain it can vary independently in a multitude of physiological and pathological conditions. Present study reports here initial newer approach to capture the intracellular sodium images without shift reagent using inversion recovery pulse sequence and to demonstrate the sodium MR images comparable with proton MR images in order to establish the utility of proton-sodium images by use of double tuned probes. Based on different longitudinal relaxation value (T1) of intracellular sodium, we focused on achieving selective intracellular sodium images by optimizing inversion times during phantom MRI experiments. The source code of MSSE with option of inversion recovery pulse sequence is defined for acquisition of sodium images in Appendix at the end.
Theory of Sodium Imaging and contrast in brain:
In the brain,
23
Na concentration is 0.14 to 0.16 M in the extracellular space while 0.012 to 0.02 M in the intracellular space about 8-20 % of total brain volume. This extracellular space is significant in sodium MR imaging as sodium increases sharply in the diseases like edema. The average concentration of sodium in a volume of brain tissue that comprises both intra-and extracellular compartments is approximately 0.045 M. Integrated approach of proton and sodium MR imaging is significant in evaluating sensitivity and contrast to different brain regions. The contrast solely depends on spin density and relative concentration of sodium and protons in the brain ventricles (filled with cerebrospinal fluid CSF) in the following manner:C = (I -I')/ I', where I is the signal intensity received from the region of interest and I' is the signal intensity received from the background. In the case of brain, region of interest happens ventricles while the background is surrounding brain tissue. Based upon the literature, the concentrations of proton and sodium nuclei show that brain / ventricle contrast is 7.9 times greater on sodium images than on proton images as reported [8] . Despite of it, sodium image contrast in normal brain cells suffers from "poorly MRI visible" intracellular sodium due to its shorter T2. In the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and extracellular space, the sodium is adequately "MRI visible" due to much shorter T2 shown [9] . The contrast in proton imaging depends upon the relaxation times as T1 and T2-contrast although these relaxation time constants do not correlate with proton concentration. We developed a approach to selectively suppress extracellular sodium using inversion recovery pulse sequence based on using optimized inversion times to generate sodium MRI contrast power to define possibly brain regional physiology and tumor physiology in animal tumor models reported [10] .
In terms of sodium MR measurements we need average sodium image intensity from both the single quantum and inversion recovery images, as well as single quantum image values for the sodium phantom. For the composition of intracellular sodium inversion time (T i ), we need the inversion time, which produces the lowest values for the brain tumor image intensity. The equation for S, relating signal attenuation as a result of an inverting pulse can be given by: (1) where N. f[T1,T2,TR,TI] is the attenuation function, which for short TE and long TR and T2, can be approximated as N. f (T1, TI) . These functions give the relative dependence on the various time constants and pulse sequence intervals. The constant 'N' is a function of units, equipment amplification, field strength and others instrumental parameters. Using the selected phantom just described with equation above, 'N' can be determined. This equation can be used to estimate single quantum images without inversion pulses by setting the inversion time = 0. The multislice spin-echo Na MRI pulse sequence was used with repetition times on the order of 100 msecs and spatial resolutions on the order of 1 mm. During the course of a pulse cycle sodium nuclei are moved by diffusion between microscopic domains, or interchange bound to unbound. It smears the distribution of real T1 values while giving a stable composite T1, which appears well behaved in response to the inversion pulse.
Methods and Materials
MR data acquisition: In our imaging experiments a multislice spin echo (MSSE) pulse sequence was used at Hatch NMR center, Columbia University, New York, NY as described elsewhere [1] . The short echo was obtained at TE=5.6 ms. The signal from short T2 fraction of intracellular sodium was not detected and only 40 % of the sodium signal arising from brain was detected due to very low "MRI visible" sodium abundance around 1/5000 than the abundance of protons. The clinical sodium images were obtained on 4.23 Tesla whole body MRI system operating at a Larmor frequency of 52 MHz (see Figure 1 ). Thus NMR sensitivity of sodium was 9.25 % that of protons at the same magnetic field at 4.23 T. Sodium NMR signals from single echo for a given volume of brain was only 1/54000 of the signal obtained from the protons at the same field. This weak sodium signal was attenuated by the following approach using: short TR =100 ms; higher relaxation of spatial resolution 4 mm; observation time = 6 ms.
3-D gradient echo data acquisition techniques (see Figure 2) were used for the observation of sodium at every point of the brain. For it, 3D slab gradient echo pulse was used employing inversion pulse in acquisition data matrix 64 x 64 x 24 covering the entire volume of human head to acquire 24 slices, each 1 mm thick, in 34 minutes providing additional signal averaging. In sodium brain images, gray / white matter discrimination was seen on scans showed in-plane resolution of 4 mm. Proton images were acquired by 3-D multi-spin short echo spectroscopic imaging pulse sequence at spin echo times TE= 10 and 12 ms, TR=100 ms, FOV= 90 cm, 128 x 128 matrix with total spectroscopic imaging time 46 minutes. The extracellular sodium and intracellular sodium images were acquired with a conventional 2D-spin-echo inversion-recovery pulse sequence (IR). To validate the power of IR pulse sequence and variable inversion times (TI) to distinguish sodium populations, different TI= 10, 20, 30 ms were used. Acquisition parameters were TR=200 msec, TE=3.2 msec, matrix 258 x 258. IR pulse sequence was used to suppress contribution of sodium within a specific range centered around T 1 ex . Having identified this range, inversion time was set to TI=(ln 2)(T 1 ex ), at long repetition times(TR). In these experiments, by hit and trial error, we set optimal TI=25 ms to suppress composite signal mainly from extracellular sodium. For demonstrating two different null points of intracellular and extracellular sodium populations, different 'tau' values represented exponential sodium MR signals rising at different rates. It highlights the existance of two populations of sodium in MR signal with predominent extracellular sodium. Phantom studies in our system were designed for a contrast sensitivity of 0.05 mM of sodium in a disc 10 mm in diameter, for a 1-cm thick slice.
Rat brain imaging:
For quality control purposes, rats were placed on horizontal plateform and small Rf coil was chosen with following dimensions: inner diameter 44 mm,outer diameter 50 mm single turn, saddle(non-quadrature type), with SNR 2.4 times better than large coil. Transaxial and coronal projection images were obtained at TR=130 msec, number of averages = 120 in 17 minutes(for SQ) and 960 minutes(for TQ)(see Figure 6 ).
Results
Sodium weighted data acquisition time and sensitivity of the method: A series of sodium axial and coronal T1 weighted images of the head of a normal volunteer is illustrated in Figure 5 .
It was difficult to discriminate CSF in the subarachnoid space from cortex in Na MR images. CSF and fluid- We compared different concentrations of sodium NaCl(as free extracellular sodium) for their sensitivity on SQ and TQ images. Sodium concentration and image signal intensity on SQ images showed better linear relationship over the TQ images(see Figure 3 ). However TQ images exhibited more sensitive for intracellular sodium(bound sodium) with short T1. The TQ image acquisition time was considerably long than the acquisition time for SQ images. So, we preferred inversion recovery method to suppress extracellular sodium signal.
Comparison of proton weighted T1 and sodium weighted data acquisition time and sensitivity of the method: The reconstructed images are shown in Figure 7 for brain landmarks. Co-registration of proton and sodium image showed good comparison as illustrated (bottom row images) for total brain cross-sectional area (r 2 =0.9830; p=0.0001) for (n=14) measurements in Table 1 . These measurements were comparable showing difference less than + 5 % by using both methods (Figures 7 and 8) .
However, the comparison may suffer from the software characteristics to delineate the brain area and measure area. For demonstration, a representative brain tumor is highlighted marked as 'T' which clearly signifies the value of high sodium MR signal inytensity of tumor. In the clinical observations the signal intensity determined from the NMR images of the normal volunteers show that the lateral ventricles provide a sodium signal four times larger than that obtained from the surrounding brain parenchyma.
Multislice spin echo method was specific to sodium nuclei. The sodium concentration in the different brain locations may be derived from literature on compartmental size varying 25 mM in white matter and 47 mM in cerebral cortex, which were comparable with our fitted program based sodium concentration mean values in white matter, cortex, CSF, superior sagittal sinus. Although centrum semiovale region, nonuniform radiofrequency field, CSF or vitreous humor as standard extracellular sodium concentration etc. Moreover, effects of inhomogeneous radiofrequency field were negligible at short echo (early echo) reported (4) due to reported more brain signal at short TE(3.6 ms) than with 9 long TE(14 ms) for MR 'visible' fast T2 components of brain sodium. The standard extracellular sodium concentration (145-mM) by extrapolated M ο values may be erroneous because of multiexponential free induction decay of sodium. However, sodium concentrations in identical regions with similar T2 decay may be good comparison such as cortex and white matter.
Optimization of inversion time in sodium phantom imaging: Using inversion recovery pulse sequence (see Apendix 1), at lower inversion time (TI) range, both free extracellular and bound intracellular sodium showed higher signal intensity decreasing in the inverse manner with rise in TI. Surprisingly, free extracellular sodium exhibited higher sodium signal intensity at the TI = 20 msec (in Figure 4) , which remained high till TI < 25 msec. At TI = 30 msec, bound sodium or intracellular [Na]i exhibited higher signal intensity while free sodium or extracellular sodium was not visible. These altered signal intensities may be seen on phantom images as shown in Figure 3 . Sodium MR signal intensity was 4 -6 times lower than the proton MR signal intensity in the brain as shown in Figure 2 We have used in our lab these different pulse sequences such as single-, double-, triple-and multiple quantum filter methods reported by [2, 6, 7, 8] . Other recent fast 3D sodium brain imaging studies were reported using 2.0 MR clinical imager(11) based on fast T(2)(*) relaxation component between 1.2-1.6 ms and slow component T(2)(*) between 7.1-8.4 ms. Alternative approaches for sodium quantification using regional T2 values and sodium measurements by extrapolated equilibrium magnetization (M o ) and multiple short echo pulses using short T2 ( 0.7-0.8 ms) and long T2 (7.0-26.0 ms) are still in infancy.
However, sodium-imaging studies are limited. Recently double tuned sodium coils were reported for apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) imaging in focal cerebral ischemia to highlight accumulation of sodium in dead tissue [12] .
To our knowledge, intracellular sodium MR properties seem to be very dependent upon selection of scan parameters such as variable inversion times (TI) and (TE) as shown in Figure 3 Sodium is altered in many other pathophysiological conditions of clinical interest; and hence, is an indicator for many types of pathology including colon, uterine malignancy, arrhythmia and stroke as reported [2] . Recently, emphasis was shifted to study the cause of increased intracellular sodium in neoplasia vs normal tissue, malignant vs benign tumors and poorly differentiated vs. welldifferentiated tumors as reported [13] . Antineoplastics can change cell cycle distribution often leading to apoptosis as a result, both changes in cell cycle phase and apoptosis alter intracellular sodium [Na] i [14] . For this intracellular sodium [Na]i change, due to its multiple spin state transitions, it needs be examined through specific pulse sequences where selectively molecular target imaging in cancer tumors, may answer enhanced antineoplastic drug cytotoxicity e.g. gene expression imaging. Higher ratios of intracellular Na + /K + in both benign and malignant tumors over their normal cellular counterparts were recently reported [15] .
Increased intracellular sodium [Na]i have been welldescribed fact in a variety of biological systems during normal and pathophysiological events relevant to chemotherapy including movement throughout the cell cycle, apoptosis, necrosis, metabolic suppression, and transformation from normal to neoplastic tissue.
[Na]i changes occur within minutes or hours in response to transmembrane flux alterations or subcellular sequestration.
Whereas proton MRI, which uses the hydrogen nucleus, is ideal for morphological tumor studies, while Na-MRI seems ideal for sub-physiological imaging due to its major involvement of Na in cellular dynamic processes and sodium interaction with chemotherapy, cellular apoptosis and ions. We attempted proton spectroscopic imaging of brain and we could get in vivo information of different metabolites as shown in Figure 2 (middle panels). High resolution of this metabolite information encouraged us to look over sodium spectroscopic imaging possibility. This possibility now seems very feeble due to very weak sodium signal without use of shift reagent. Alternatively, use of inversion recovery pulse appeared unique power to visualize intracellular sodium. With advanced software and magnetic resonance methods, we presume it would be possible to get sodium spectroscopic images. Other main advantage of this sodium MR imaging method is no use of shift reagents to enhance contrast-noise-ratio (CNR). To establish the sodium MR signal and sodium images of brain, sodium images could be compared with well MR visible proton images.
However, the comparison may suffer from the software characteristics to delineate the brain area and measure the brain area. Results show statistical agreement in measurements by both methods.
Superiority of sodium MR imaging method over other in vivo methods can be attributed due to its capability of extracting out sodium ion changes in membranes actively participating in drug induced sodium transport alterations, screening the drug induced effect on molecular targeting in cancer tissue cells as reported [14, 15] . In near future, several cellular targets may be imaged possibly altered by sodium ion activity such as MR active ligands bound with sodium-linked gene, Na
reflecting molecular targets of neoplasia, destruction of actin filaments, microtubules, gene expression and suppression of protein synthesis and metabolism.
Conclusion
Sodium human brain imaging used in vivo sodium-23 magnetic resonance imaging using non-invasive multiple quantum filtered oblique multislice spin echo pulse method at high field 4. . In third row, contiguous proton axial T1 images and localized brain spectra (rightmost) are shown. As illustration for the comparison, proton T2 axial image (on left, bottom), intracellular sodium T1 axial image (on middle, bottom) and brain tumor image (on right, bottom) with tumor(T) are shown with brain area delineation by Optimas 6.5 program. For sodium, multislice spin echo IR pulse sequence, scan parameters were:TR=100 msec; TE=5.6 msec; FOV=40 mm, slice thickness=2.5 mm; flip angle=90°; TI=25 msec; acquisition matrix=64x64x34. For proton, multislice short echo IR pulse sequence was used with:TR= 200 msec;TE= 10 and 12 msec; slice thickness=2.5 mm; matrix=128 x 128. Table  1 . 
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